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On 27 July, 2017, Elisabetta Nistri WFWP Italy President, was invited together with Giuseppe Calì
FFUWP Italian President, as speakers for a special event organized by Virginia Vandini, WFWP
Ambassador of Peace, the “La Sapienza University” of Rome, under the patronage of: Senate of Republic,
Chamber of Deputies, Lazio Region, Rome City Hall and WFWP, in the most prestigious conference hall
of the Italian Parliament, a Hall named “Queen’s Hall”.
The Main topic proposed by Dr. Virginia Vandini, founder of the Association “Il Valore del Femminile”
was “Uniqueness”, that means that we should build up a society in wich all people can have the
possibility to express talents and skills, to contribute to the wellbeing of the society.
As examples of this uniqueness, scientists, actors, singers, TV Channel directors, financial strategists
were invited to testify about their own experience.

Elisabetta Nistri and Giuseppe Calì were invited as ‘Uniqueness for Peace’ as exemplary couple.
Elisabetta Nistri, after explaining about WFWP purpose and activities in Italy, spoke about the Founders,
the great vision and ideal for a word of peace of Rev.
Sun Myung Mooon and that after his passing, Lady Doctor Moon is leading all the Federations for Peace
with the same strengh and courage, but as a women, she is showing us the God’s female aspect, as all of
us should try to become, the embodiment as sons and daughters of the masculine and female part of God.
The WFWP President added that each one of us is unique, but to what extend have we realized our
internal value and uniqueness? How can we be unique but at the same time live in unity with others,
appreciating their uniqueness in in turn, in the family, school, and society? She shared also some
experiences of her family life, as a couple with very different characters but working and cooperating to
realize a great vision, learning from each other’s different viewpoints, and with children that have chosen
to follow the same path.
The hall was full, more than 200 guests attended the conference at a time of year when most of people are
away on holidays.
Viriginia Vandini’s closing remarks were that it was a big victory for the awakening of the conscience to
talk about such deep topics inside the Italian Parliament.
As WFWP, we were very happy to work with her and are ready for more.
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